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Section 2  PHRASEOLOGY • Unit 2.3  PREPARING MATERIALS

How to write a last-minute offer

L ast-minute offers refer to holiday 
packages or services that can be 
purchased at a reduced price just a few 

days before the departure. Conventionally, the 
travel should take place within about 14 days 
from the booking. Usually customers can save 
from 30% up to 50% on the total price. Travel 
agencies and the Internet offer a large number 
of awesome deals to choose among because 
tour operators and hotel managers’ aim is to sell 
the unsold. The biggest savings are in 
accommodation and package holidays; airfares 
tend to increase close to departure, so last-
minute deals on scheduled and low-cost flights 
are very rare. Customers have to be quick in 
choosing because the services and packages 
offered are limited and they are generally asked 
to pay in full at the time of the booking. 

Last minute offers are usually advertised 
through colourful paper flyers shown in the 
travel agencies shop windows or through web 
pages. On their websites, most tour operators 

dedicate special pages to 
last minute and special 
offers. Moreover, it is 
not difficult to find 
travel websites which 
specialise in holiday offers, 
which compare tariffs and make a 
selection of discounted last-minute 
deals. 

The last minute-advertisement should:
 ■ emphasise the reduction of the price;
 ■ attract attention by using catchy phrases 

or images;
 ■ be very brief and written in a simple and 

clear language;
 ■ provide customers with essential 

information (flights, accommodation, 
transfers);

 ■ stimulate customers to take action 
pointing out the limited availability;

 ■ provide information for an immediate 
booking.

Stimulate action  
and booking

Need help? Call our travel experts on…
For help call us on…
Last chance for big savings: the hottest last-minute summer deals are on sale now. 
Extra 3% discount for family room bookings.
Do not delay: on close departures very limited availability.
Book now: only two rooms/seats/apartments left.

Special Offer: … 7 days from £/€…
No one offers you more: 7 day Inca trail from £/€ …
7 night all inclusive from £/€…
Last second: apartments in… from £… flights included.
Don’t miss our… last-minute offers: …% reduction on all inclusive packages.
Unbelievable! 10 day… escorted tour from £/€…
Time for a Break? Snap up one of our incredible last-minute offers!
Save up to £/€… per person with our special last-minute offers.
Last-minute offers! Book now and save!
Late deals: holidays in the next two weeks.
Save up to…% off regular prices.
Average per person £/€…, saving £/€… for two adults sharing.
Book-Now Tariff: extra £… per couple for bookings within…

Title and Prices
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 1 Read this last-minute offer to Cuba and answer the questions.

 1. What is the special offer about?
 2. Are flights and transfers included?
 3. What information is given about the 

accommodation?
 4. How much is the last minute/online discount?

 5. How long is the holiday?
 6. Would the offer be available for a solo traveller?
 7. Are drinks included?
 8. How much luggage can the travellers bring 

with them?

 2 A potential customer has seen the 
advertisement about Cuba on the 
window of your travel agency.  
Answer their questions.

 1. Is it an all inclusive package?
 2. Is it a long way from the airport?
 3. Is the resort on the beach?
 4. Is it a good option for a person with 

reduced mobility?
 5. Which UK airport does the flight leave 

from?
 6. Is there live animation?
 7. Do I have to bring my own towels for 

the pool?
 8. Will my baby have a special bed?

 3 Find out about some accommodation 
in Central America on the Internet 
and write a last minute offer.  
Illustrate it to your schoolmates 
pointing out what the most important 
advantages for the customers are.


